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Interested Party Representation 
(Form IPR1)

Section 1 – Licence application details 

Please indicate as appropriate : 

X I wish to object to the following application: PREM/04457/001 

I wish to support the following application: 

Applicant name (if known): J D Wetherspoon plc 

Applicant premises name and address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre, Richmond Road, Headingley, Leeds, LS6 1BX 

Section 2 – Your personal details 

NB : If you are acting as a representative,  please go to Section 3. 

Title Mr  Mrs  Miss  Other__ ___________ 

Surname 

First name(s) 

Address (incl postcode): 
Please note that a full copy of your representation (including your name and address) will be sent to the 
applicant and will be a public document at any hearing of this matter.    
Please refer to our Guidance Note – GN-M Guidance on making representations for further information and 
alternative options. 

Section 3 – Representative details 

If you are representing someone else please complete details below 

Name of Representative/ 
Organisation   

Full postal address 
(incl postcode) 

Please indicate capacity : 
 Representative of Residents Association    Ward Councillor     Parish Council    
 MP        Trade Association  Other (please 

specify)  ____________________ 

APPENDIX C
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Section 4 – Representation grounds 

The representation is relevant to one or more of the 
following licensing objectives: 
 
Please tick relevant box(es) 

Prevention of crime and disorder X  
Prevention of public nuisance  X  
Protection of children from harm  
Public safety    X  

Please select : 
 
X  I object to the application being granted at all 
 

 I object to the application being granted in its current form* 
 
*If you choose this option remember to tell us in the next section what changes you would prefer to see. 

The grounds of the representation is based on the following: 

I object to this application for three main reasons. First, a new public house of the size proposed will attract large 
numbers of people both from the immediate vicinity and from farther away. Many visitors will come by car or taxi 
leading to more traffic in the area round the pub. There will be increased noise from visitors, particularly at closing 
time and more spreading of litter and rubbish in the area. All of this will create a significant public nuisance in 
what is a predominantly residential area. This will be a particular issue for residents late at night.   
 
Second there is a real risk of disorder and petty crime in the area around the pub. There is both the likelihood of 
damage to property by people leaving the pub having drunk too much and the risk of altercations and fights 
between pub users and between them and passersby. This risk is increased by the provision of outdoor seating 
areas adjacent to the pavement which gives greater scope for disputes between pubgoers and pedestrians.  
 
Third, for many people getting to and from the pub will involve crossing a busy A road with the risk of accidents 
and harm to pub users and motorists, particularly at and around closing time, so adversely affecting public safety. 
In addition the greater density of traffic bringing people to and from the pub, together with the need for regular 
deliveries, increases the risk of accidents. 
 
 

You need to complete this box as fully as possible. If you do not the Licensing Authority may not be able to assess 
the relevance of your representation. 
 
Please attach supporting documents/further pages as necessary – please number all additional pages. 
 
Try to be as specific as possible and give examples, e.g. on 1 February I could hear loud music from the premises 
between 10pm and 1am.  I am concerned that if the premises open until 2am this will cause a nuisance to me and 
other residents of the street. 

Signed:      Date:  3 January 2020 

 



































































Comments for Licensing Application PREM/04457/001

 

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/04457/001

Address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Headingley Leeds LS6 1BX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Janice Archibald

 

Customer Details

Name: 

Address: 

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour response

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:12:45 PM on 08 Jan 2020 I object to the approval of yet another pub in an already

overwhelmed area. The amount of public drunkenness in this area is completely out of control. I

am tired of the traffic and the empty food wrappers and the piles of sick I experience walking down

Headingley Lane. It has to stop.



















Comments for Licensing Application PREM/04457/001

 

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/04457/001

Address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Headingley Leeds LS6 1BX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Janice Archibald

 

Customer Details

Name: 

Address: 

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour response

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:8:41 PM on 08 Jan 2020 This is completely unacceptable for new families like

ourselves. We have already experienced issues of all sorts with antisocial behaviour due to the

Otley run and this new Weatherspoons pub is really not what we need. We have loud screaming

almost every night, which intensifies at weekends and won't let us sleep as it is. Please prevent

public nuisance for us and our children



Khan, Nav ?Ke^1o41çîloot
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

 

0B January 2020 22:09

Entertainment Licensing

OBJECTION RE :Wetherspoon - The reference number is PREM/04457/001

Dear sir/ madam,

Please accept this an objection re PREM/O4457 /OO]'

I am the owner of , I have lived at this property for years and at my property I have my 

      

My reason for objections are as follows;

There is a high chance of disorder includes damage to property, including bins and cars (very likely from
drunks returning home through localstreets);
There will be public safety issues-Wetherspoon will need fourteen 12-metre heavy goods vehicles for
deliveries every week (a real threat to safety on our streets);

The prevention of publíc nuisance - over L500 drinkers every day, and over 3000 at weekends will be

congregating at the pub, many in the forecourt and local streets; and they aren't going to return home
quietly; and this includes nearly 250 cars every evening, and nearly 500 at weekends parking on local streets

The protection of children from harm - we have many new families with children in the Buckingham's 2

families have moved in at   (as well as the new special needs school

coming to Buckingham Road) who will be affected by all the above.

I would like to add that there is no need for a Wetherspoon here we have enough choice within Headingly -you will
be creating a unnecessary problem.

Many thanks

 and whole family
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Comments for Licensing Application PREM/04457/001

 

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/04457/001

Address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Headingley Leeds LS6 1BX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Janice Archibald

 

Customer Details

Name: 

Address: 

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Out of Locality Contributor

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:10:28 PM on 09 Jan 2020 The Elinor Lupton Centre is in a residential area. Local

residents would be hugely affected by anti-social behaviour. An increasing number of stag and

hen parties (from all parts of the UK!) are taking party in the Otley Run, starting in Far Headingley.

If Wetherspoon's opened, many participants in the Otley Run would be extremely drunk and

disorderly by the time they reach the Elinor Lupton Centre. It's already bad enough, walking along

Otley Road having abuse hurled at you from drunk people, but at least it's mostly contained to the

areas that have a more town centre feel. Elinor Lupton is in a quiet, residential neighbourhood that

would be severely affected by this type of disruption. As it is so close to the road, there would be a

danger from drunk people falling into the road. People would drive to the pub, increasing traffic on

an already congested road.



From:
Sent:Thu, 9 Jan 2020 20:18:23 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:PREM/04457/001

I want to object again to Wetherspoons’application to get a licence to turn the Elinor Lupton Centre into a 
large pub.
Headingley has already a reputation for heavy drinking with many pubs (students going pub crawling on 
the Otley Run ) which is  often the cause of public disorder. This very large pub will increase the problem 
and is completely unacceptable in a residential area.

 















Comments for Licensing Application PREM/04457/001

 

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/04457/001

Address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Headingley Leeds LS6 1BX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Janice Archibald

 

Customer Details

Name: 

Address: 

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour response

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:2:21 PM on 10 Jan 2020 I object to this application on several grounds. A pub which

could draw several hundred drinkers a day is not appropriate in this residential area. There are two

schools nearby and preschools and families within very close proximity and the protection of

children from harm is extremely important.

As I walk and drive by the pubs in central Headingley on a regular basis I am continually aware of

drinkers and drunks walking in to the road with no regard for safety.

Increasing more drinking on the Otley Run will add to public nuisance problems, noise, intimidating

behaviour, broken glass, litter and vomit and urinating. Drinkers are unaware of the noise and

other disruption they make to local communities and families and workers need to feel able to

have undisturbed sleep. Children should not have to avoid glass and vomit on their way to and

from school.

Drunks also add to damage of cars, knocking over of bins and the damage to garden hedges etc

An identical application was refused by the licensing sub committee in 2016 and by a District judge

in 2017 and I cannot see what has changed since then that would warrant granting this

application.



Comments for Licensing Application PREM/04457/001

 

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/04457/001

Address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Headingley Leeds LS6 1BX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Janice Archibald

 

Customer Details

Name: 

Address: 

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Society

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:8:33 PM on 12 Jan 2020 The opening of a new licensed premises, holding 500 people,

in Headingley, would cause further noise and disturbance in what is already a noisy area, full of

bars and pubs. This is a residential area, frequently disturbed by the pub-crawl named "The Otley

Run".

 

Situated on a relatively quiet stretch of Otley Road, the proposed very large pub at the Elinor

Lupton Centre would make Otley Road a continuous band of noisy, anti-social behaviour,

including possible accidents, from Weetwood Lane to the City Centre. The statement by

Wetherspoons that they would not allow entry to those on the "Otley Run" is neither credible nor

practicable.

 

I strongly object to a license being granted, and suggest it be rejected, again, and that further

applications by this organisation for these premises be prohibited.



 

From:
Sent:Fri, 10 Jan 2020 18:37:35 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:PREM/04457/001

Good morning,
I write to object to the license application by JD Wetherspoon for the former Elinor 
Lupton Centre, LS6.
The application, just as previously, does not meet licensing objectives. It is no different 
substantially from the 2016 application, and from the application refused by a District 
Judge in 2017.
Crime and disorder is an inevitable outcome of the offer from this enterprise, which is 
intended to appeal solely to our city's large student population as it lies on the route of the 
notorious 'Otley run' which attracts large groups, often from outside our city and region. 
Headingley residents are only too aware of the public nuisance caused by large rowdy 
groups and the sheer quantity of litter and mess that results from drunk behaviour by 
these crowds.
Public safety will also be at risk, not only for the above reasons, but because the building 
is on Headingley Lane, already heavily congested by traffic. The vehicles required to 
constantly service such a large enterprise and to clean and secure it will add to the traffic 
and associated public safety issues. 
The protection of children from harm was cited in 2016 and 2017 as increasing numbers 
of families are returning to Headingley and to the houses in the Buckinghams. The 
children of City of Leeds Academy and Springbank Primary School use that corridor and 
the fact that a new school (special needs) is coming to Buckingham Road adds yet more 
urgency to my objection to this application.
I request that the Licensing Committee please reject this application.



From:
Sent:Sat, 11 Jan 2020 08:24:08 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:Re: JD Wetherspoon, Former Elinor Lupton Centre, Headingley Lane, Headingley, Leeds,
Importance:Normal

Excuse my using this reply as a means of sending in my revised objrection, I can't get the 
notmal online links to work. I'll also send it by post.

re: Application PREM/04457/001.

                                                                        January 11, 2020

Dear Janice Archibald,

Following my objection of September 20th last to planning application no.19/04884/FU 
(the latest plan to change the Elinor Lupton Centre into a Wetherspoon Pub), I now wish 
to object to the further application for licensing made - during the Christmas vacation - 
on Wednesday December 18, 2019 (PREM/04457/001) under the following headings: a) 
The Prevention of Public Nuisance and Disorder; b) Public Safety; c) The protection of 
children from harm.

This application replicates an identical application which was rejected, first by the 
Council in 2016 on the grounds that “the application would be likely to add to the 
cumulative impact on the crime and disorder and public nuisance objectives” (“Panel 
rejects Leeds pub licence”, YEP, 12-12-16), and then by a judge in 2017 who talked 
about a “fundamental contradiction” at the heart of the Wetherspoon’s case, which stated, 
rather unconvincingly, that it wanted “to appeal to local residents” (“Wetherspoon’s plan 
halted in Leeds after judge refuses booze licence” - YEP, 11-10-17; “Judge Refuses 
Wetherspoon’s Appeal” - The Gryphon, 12-10-17).

1. a) The Prevention of Public Nuisance and Disorder

There is a serious drinking problem in Leeds among young people in general (“Why a 
quarter of young people in Leeds are worried about their drinking” - YEP, 11-12-18), and 
the problems caused by this get worse in term time (“Andrew Vine - Welcome to Leeds 
where students' booze binge hangover may last lifetime” - YEP, 11-10-16; “12-hour 
student street party left Headingley residents too scared to leave their houses” (YEP, 23-



5-19). The pub would be on the route of the infamous Otley run, which was at one time 
threatened with a ban (“Otley Run under ban threat -The Gryphon, 3-6-14). However, it 
still flourishes, with students going from one to another of eighteen pubs between Far 
Headingley and the University (“An early Halloween fright night! Students sport fancy 
dress for Leeds's famous Otley Run pub crawl” - The Mail on Sunday, 27-10-19). But for 
some eighteen pubs is not enough. We read in a publication aimed at students:

“Spoons bought the building, which used to be an old Girls High School, four years ago 
[sic], but boring residents postponed any plans with complaints. But now, the new 
Spoons has finally got the go ahead, and we can't wait to make it our new local for post-
uni drinks / We've always got time for a pitcher or seven. / There's no official opening 
date yet, but we'll keep you in the loop with any developments because arguably this is 
the most important change happening in the whole of the city.” (“Spoons is opening a pub 
in Headingley and we are so here for it. A new addition to the Otley Run?” The Tab, 
November 2019 : https://thetab.com/uk/leeds/2019/11/09/spoons-is-opening-a-pub-in-
headingley-and-we-are-sohere-for-it-49428).

They certainly don’t underestimate the impact. For the moment, Headingley Hill 
constitutes a welcome lull in the drinking between what a Trip Advisor comment calls the 
“binge mayhem” of central Headingley and Hyde Park Corner. Far be for me to speak ill 
of students who were the source of my bread and butter for so many years, but I 
remember well how irritated I felt having to try and teach people who had been out on the 
tiles, taking advantage of what is widely known as the “Leeds experience.” Living near a 
student hall of residence, I frequently have to pick up and bin from outside my gate 
broken bottles and half-eaten pizzas. There is noticeably less litter around during the 
holidays. Drink already causes enough problems in our area without providing a mega-
palace for more.

1. b) Public Safety

The proposed pub would add more traffic to one of the busiest and most congested roads 
in Leeds. The site is just short of the bottleneck on Headingley Lane, as the road narrows 
before St Michael’s church. As Professor Peter Bonsall writes:

“Headingley suffers from an excess of traffic – be it passing through or inconsiderately 
parked. Congestion is a particularly serious issue on the A660 during the pm peak. 
Traffic seeks to avoid the almost stationary queue on Headingley Lane by using Victoria 
Rd, Cardigan Rd, Meanwood Rd, Burley Rd etc. so that they too are becoming 
congested.” (“Addressing Headingley's Traffic Problems,” - University of Leeds (White 
Rose Research Online URL for this paper: http://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/141589/).

As we saw during the Trolley Bus enquiry, traffic hold-ups also occur at odd intervals 
during the day, outside the pm peak. Whether a town pub - where having a meal is not 
always a customer’s priority - should provide parking spaces and thus encourage people 
to drive and drink is a moot point, but in addition the recurrent congestion on Headingley 
Lane means that cars going to the pub would also be tempted to avoid it by using 

https://thetab.com/uk/leeds/2019/11/09/spoons-is-opening-a-pub-in-headingley-and-we-are-sohere-for-it-49428
https://thetab.com/uk/leeds/2019/11/09/spoons-is-opening-a-pub-in-headingley-and-we-are-sohere-for-it-49428
http://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/141589/


residential streets, full of families with their children. Another point that Professor 
Bonsall makes is that the worse cause of pollution is stationary traffic, and we live in one 
of the most polluted cities in the world (“More deaths in Leeds from transport-related air 
pollution than Shanghai or New Delhi” - Environment Journal, 18-4-19). Traffic is 
already held up by the traffic lights in central Headingley, and further traffic lights 
opposite the pub would simply increase the time traffic is not moving. And would 
drinkers use them? Anybody who has gone to the centre of Headingley in the evening 
will have seen a considerable amount of jay-walking.

Headingley Lane is also known for its high number of pedestrians and cyclists, and I also 
know from experience how unthinking of the comfort of others are a band of drunks 
walking there.

1. c) The protection of children from harm

Nearly all the pubs along the A660 are found in shopping areas, and pub fights in central 
Headingley are not unknown (“21 men in court over Headingley Arc Bar brawl which 
was like a 'saloon in Dodge City in the Wild West'” - YEP, 30-5-19). The new pub would 
be in a residential area, with two nearby primary schools. First there is Spring Bank, 
where my own children went. Just as many of their successors do today, they walked 
home past the site of the proposed pub. Even nearer is Rose Court at the top of 
Buckingham Road. The private school is about to move to Alwoodley, but the site has be 
taken over by the Council the plan to set up a school there for children with special needs 
(“New special school in Headingley with 150 places proposed by Leeds Council - YEP, 
19-11-19). Children and student drinkers should not mix.

Basically, despite the area being no longer covered by the Cumulative Impact Policy, and 
despite measures to limit outside noise, what the Licensing Sub-Committee said in 2016 
is just as valid today as it was then:

 “There was absolutely no criticism from the committee in respect of the business aims or 
strategy of the enterprise. Irrespective of the steps taken by the operator to control or 
moderate the behaviour of customers, the committee considered that there would be an 
increased impact on public nuisance and crime and disorder as a consequence of the 
numbers of people who would be attracted to the area – whether taking part in the Otley 
Run or otherwise – and subsequently dispersed, including via the surrounding residential 
areas, at least some of whom would in all probability be intoxicated.” (quoted in 
“Wetherspoons Refused in Headingley,” WoodsWhur, December 2916 
(http://www.woodswhur.co.uk/wetherspoons-refused-in-headingley/)

Yours sincerely,

http://www.woodswhur.co.uk/wetherspoons-refused-in-headingley/








 

From:
Sent:Sat, 11 Jan 2020 12:37:57 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:PREM/04457/001 Objection

Good afternoon,

As a resident of  I would like to register my objection to 
the proposed opening of a new Wetherspoons pub at the Elinor Lupton Centre. Otley 
Road already has sufficient pubs and the addition of a Wetherspoons will increase the 
numbers of people on an already-busy road, with a commensurate increase in the 
instances of public nuisance and disorder, as well as a decrease in public safety and the 
safety of children.

Should you require any further details of my objection, please use this email address.

Best regards,







Comments for Licensing Application PREM/04457/001

 

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/04457/001

Address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Headingley Leeds LS6 1BX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Janice Archibald

 

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour response

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:10:48 AM on 13 Jan 2020 I live very close to this address and I am very concerned

about this licence agreement. If this agreement goes through there would be a large increase in

noise disruption in the area. I experience disruption frequently already, and the fact that this

establishment will be so close to where I and many others live will make this so much worse. As

well as the noise disruption there will be increases in anti-social and possibly violent behavior, as

well as more litter and potential some other property damage. There will also be an increase in

traffic on the roads surrounding the property, especially on Headingley Lane which is already

frequently congested, which will be an issue for residents as well as the environment.



Comments for Licensing Application PREM/04457/001

 

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/04457/001

Address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Headingley Leeds LS6 1BX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Janice Archibald

 

Customer Details

Name: 

Address: 

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour response

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:10:50 AM on 13 Jan 2020 I moved into the area just after 1 year ago. I was fully aware

of the student population and "Otley run".

There are already many pubs in the area, many within a short walking distance of the proposed

site.

There are already too many noisy drunks singing and shouting way into the evening and early

morning, not just students.

We were advised that there is motivation to encourage a more mixed population back into the area

(families,etc).

Adding more pubs will not help, it will have the opposite affect.

 

Please stop wasting tax payers money and council time on proposals that have been previously

rejected.

 

No more pubs please...





From:
Sent:Sun, 12 Jan 2020 15:41:20 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:PREM/04457/001 - objection
Importance:Normal

PREM/04457/001
I write as a Headingley resident to the proposal to grant Wetherspoons a license which will turn 
the former Elinor Lupton Centre into a huge public house.
 
I am shocked that this has come back again and that there is no convincing evidence that this 
won't have a hugely deleterious effect on the surrounding residential area, and on Headingley in 
general. My comments are as follows:
 
1. This is a residential area and totally unsuitable for a public house, especially one that is likely 
to attract large numbers of drinkers. People leaving late at night with the likely noise and nuisance 
will make living in the vicinity really unpleasant. Pubs create noise and nuisance and this will 
blight the lives of people - many with young children - living in the area.
 
2. Headingley is already blighted by the drinking culture and the huge numbers of people in 
groups which make Headingley and Headingley Lane effectively a no-go area on Fridays and 
Saturdays. There are already instances of men on the Otley Rd run urinating in public and being 
rude and threatening.
 
3. Headingley Lane itself is likely to become an even more threatening areay for women on their 
own. Trying to negotiate numbers of people - often drunk - is really upsetting.
 
4. Headingley Lane is already a busy and dangerous road. Futher HGVs carrying out deliveries, 
people driving to drink - increase the danger and pollution of that corridor.
 
It should be noted that this would not be a facility for local people, but to satisfy the hugely 
increased numbers of tourist drinkers - mostly groups of older men - and women occasionally - 
who come from outside the area and are bussed in. 
 
I strongly urge that this application is rejected.
 



Comments for Licensing Application PREM/04457/001

 

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/04457/001

Address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Headingley Leeds LS6 1BX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Janice Archibald

 

Customer Details

Name: 

Address: 

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour response

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:11:20 AM on 13 Jan 2020 There are already many places in the Headingley area to

purchase alcohol. The building in question is in a residential area just south of Headingley. People

come from all round Leeds and maybe further afield to take part in the famous Otley Run pub

crawl.

Local residents do not want the hundreds of participants of the Otley Run stopping and causing

noise, mess and sometimes violence in this residential area.

As a doctor I am also concerned about the cost of alcohol to the NHS. The latest figures estimate

that alcohol costs the NHS around £3.5 billion each year. As a city, particularly at this time of

persistent under-funding of the NHS under a Tory government, Leeds should be doing all it can to

reduce NHS costs and improve public health. Turning down this application would play a small but

significant part in that.



From:
Sent:Sun, 12 Jan 2020 18:07:47 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:License application PREM/04457/001

Dears Sirs

 

I wish to register my objection to the above application. The proposed outlet size  is out of all proportion 
to the residential area in which it sits. I believe an alcohol outlet of this size with literally thousands of 
drinkers will contribute to a significant increase in crime and disorder and public nuisance. There are 
two primary schools nearby and these must be affected by such a large sized alcohol outlet

 

Kind regards

 

 

 

 



Sent:Sun, 12 Jan 2020 21:04:06 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:OBJECTION TO ALCOHOL LICENCE APPLICATION PREM/04457/001

OBJECTION TO ALCOHOL LICENCE APPLICATION PREM/04457/001
by J.D Wetherspoon plc, with regard to the former Elinor Lupton Centre, Headingley Lane Leeds LS6 
1BX.

Interested party representation from:

I object to the above application on the grounds that it offers increased opportunity for crime and disorder 
in what is predominantly a residential neighbourhood. It does so by adding to the number of licensed 
premises on the Otley Road and Headingley Lane which form part of what is known as the �Otley Run�, 
a popular activity in which groups consume an alcoholic drink in each ale-house on route. This frequently 
leads to drunken behaviour along the main road which is a major cause of public nuisance and which 
endangers public safety. I have on numerous occasions had to brake when driving through Headingley late 
in the evening to avoid revellers on the so-called �Run�. A new licensed venue would mean that the 
parties making their way between The Original Oak and the Hyde Park would now linger in the vicinity 
and have further opportunity to consume excess alcohol. This can only exacerbate the situation and will add 
to the dangers incurred by the participants. It will also increase the level of public nuisance in an area 
adjacent to the premises in question which has in recent years changed its demography. The Buckinghams 
now have more families and owner-occupiers than they did three years ago - all within one hundred and 
fifty yards of the above premises. While the potential effect of granting an alcohol license here might easily 
be thought to offer increased nuisance to children, the indirect effect would be disturbance during their 
hours of sleep leading to harm in terms of health, well-being, and education. I would like to add the further 
consideration that a sizeable portion of the community in this neighbourhood is Muslim and that adding 
another outlet for alcohol on a route already associated with the excesses of drunkenness would be 
retrograde, especially when it brings the consumption of alcohol and the potential for its increased 
consumption geographically closer to the homes of these families.

















Comments for Licensing Application PREM/04457/001

 

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/04457/001

Address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Headingley Leeds LS6 1BX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Janice Archibald

 

Customer Details

Name: 

Address: 

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour response

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:1:04 PM on 13 Jan 2020 The Elinor Lupton Centre, which is an exquisite building, is an

inappropriate location for the proposed change of use by Wetherspoons. It lies in a residential

quarter in proximity to a small number of businesses that operate during the daytime only. It is

mid-way between the bustling centres of Hyde Park Corner and Headingley itself, both of which

already have adequate venues for the large student population. The area does not need another

budget operation but a venue more suited to an older and, frankly, more discerning clientele.

Another 'two-mains-for-ten pounds' operation with, one imagines, bouncers on the door, will only

create more unwanted noise, litter and parking congestion in an already problematic area. As a

mature resident of the area, who would love to be able to walk a short distance to an appropriate

venue, Wetherspoons can never be such a location. Moreover, in light of Wetherspoons' Tim

Martin's shameless use of his company to promote his anti-EU stance, I would have thought

Leeds would prefer not is to sanction another outlet for such an unscrupulous company.



Sent:Mon, 13 Jan 2020 11:01:15 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:Fwd: Wetherspoon PREM/04457/001

Date: 13 January 2020 at 10:48:49 GMT
To: 
Subject: Wetherspoon PREM/04457/001

Email address: entertainment.licensing@leeds.gov.uk 
Subject heading: Wetherspoon PREM/04457/001

*****************************************************

Dear Entertainment Licensing,

 

Reference: PREM/04457/001

 

I am writing to you to object to Wetherspoons trying to get a licence to turn the 
Elinor Lupton Centre into a huge pub.

I am a resident of Headingly and extremely concerned about the negative impact this 
development will bring on the Headingley residents and the whole area.

If they get a licence, Wetherspoons’ own forecasts suggest that the pub will draw 
in 1,500  drinkers every day and 3,000 on Saturdays. These are huge numbers and it is 
almost inevitable that this will  increase the problem of heavy drinking in Headingley 
and increase crime and disorder and public nuisance.

 

This would be completely unsuitable and unacceptable in a residential area located 
outside of a town or city centre. It would have awful consequences for the area and a  

mailto:entertainment.licensing@leeds.gov.uk


very negative impact on nearby residents, and it would not support the 4 “licensing 
objectives” of the Licensing Act. These are:

 the prevention of crime and disorder – this includes damage to property, 
including bins and cars (very likely from drunks returning home through local 
streets), and there is plenty of evidence of this being caused by intoxicated 
drinkers

 public safety - yet more drunks on Headingley Lane and the side streets would be 
a real danger, both to themselves and others

 the prevention of public nuisance – 1,500 drinkers every day, and 3,000 at 
weekends, will be congregating at the pub, many in the forecourt and local 
streets. They are not going to return home quietly, and those that are doing the 
Otley Run are not going to arrive or leave quietly either. The Otley Run is a 
proven cause of public nuisance through noise, intimidating behaviour, broken 
glass and litter, and public vomiting and urination. There are plenty of drinkers 
doing the Otley Run who are not in huge groups or in fancy dress

 the protection of children from harm – there are new families with children who 
have moved into the area, and two primary schools close by. These will be 
affected by all the above.

 

To sum it up, allowing Wetherspoons to get a license in Headingley will increase in 
traffic and public nuisance in a residential area as the cheap drinking outlet will attract  
the Otley runner pub crawlers. There will be increase in noise and anti-social behaviour 
particularly at night but also during the day. School children will have to walk past 
rowdy drinkers on their way back from school. The chaos will be worse on match days 
when cars park all the way along the A660 past the Elinor Lupton towards Hyde Park 
with the huge increase in people who will visit the pub. Such an unecessary development 
will have significant impact on life and safety of people in the area.

 

I hope you take my objections into account when you are considering this application.

I look forward to hearing from you.

 

 



From:
Sent:Mon, 13 Jan 2020 11:17:04 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:Wetherspoons PREM/04457/001

Dear Entertainment Licensing,
 
Reference: PREM/04457/001
 
I am writing to you to object to Wetherspoons trying to get a licence to turn the Elinor 
Lupton Centre into a huge pub.
I am extremely concerned about the negative impact this development will bring on the 
Headingley residents and the whole area.
If they get a licence, Wetherspoons’ own forecasts suggest that the pub will draw 
in 1,500 drinkers every day and 3,000 on Saturdays. These are huge numbers and it is 
almost inevitable that this will increase the problem of heavy drinking in Headingley 
and increase crime and disorder and public nuisance.
 
This would be completely unsuitable and unacceptable in a residential area located 
outside of a town or city centre. It would have awful consequences for the area and a very 
negative impact on nearby residents, and it would not support the 4 “licensing objectives” 
of the Licensing Act. These are:

 the prevention of crime and disorder – this includes damage to property, including 
bins and cars (very likely from drunks returning home through local streets), and 
there is plenty of evidence of this being caused by intoxicated drinkers

 public safety - yet more drunks on Headingley Lane and the side streets would be 
a real danger, both to themselves and others

 the prevention of public nuisance – 1,500 drinkers every day, and 3,000 at 
weekends, will be congregating at the pub, many in the forecourt and local streets. 
They are not going to return home quietly, and those that are doing the Otley Run 
are not going to arrive or leave quietly either. The Otley Run is a proven cause of 
public nuisance through noise, intimidating behaviour, broken glass and litter, and 
public vomiting and urination. There are plenty of drinkers doing the Otley Run 
who are not in huge groups or in fancy dress

 the protection of children from harm – there are new families with children who 
have moved into the area, and two primary schools close by. These will be 
affected by all the above.

 
To sum it up, allowing Wetherspoons to get a license in Headingley will increase in 
traffic and public nuisance in a residential area as the cheap drinking outlet will attract 
the Otley runner pub crawlers. There will be increase in noise and anti-social behaviour 
particularly at night but also during the day. School children will have to walk past rowdy 
drinkers on their way back from school. The chaos will be worse on match days when 
cars park all the way along the A660 past the Elinor Lupton towards Hyde Park with the 



huge increase in people who will visit the pub. Such an unecessary development will 
have significant impact on life and safety of people in the area.
 
I hope you take my objections into account when you are considering this application.

I look forward to hearing from you.
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

































Comments for Licensing Application PREM/04457/001

 

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/04457/001

Address: Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Headingley Leeds LS6 1BX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Miss Janice Archibald

 

Customer Details

Name: 

Address: 

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour response

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:6:35 PM on 13 Jan 2020 If Weatherspoons' own forecasts of 1500 drinkers to 3000 on

Saturdays happen it can only exacerbate the existing problems associated with heavy drinking in

and around Headingley. There is already enough disorder and public nuisance in the area;

drinkers walking in and across Headingley Lane with little regard to vehicles and cyclists.

Granting a licence would not support the 4 "licensing objectives of the Licensing Act: the

prevention of crime and disorder, public safety, the prevention of public nuisance and the

protection of children from harm.

The area is primarily a residential area with 2 primary schools in the area. This means there are a

significant number of children who would be exposed to all the negative aspects associated with

excessive drinking. Granting any licence would be a disaster.



From:
Sent:Wed, 15 Jan 2020 10:56:01 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:Objection to PREM/4457/001

I wish to object to the application from Wetherspoons for a licence to turn the Elinor Lupton Centre on 
the Otley Road into a pub- reference number for the application is PREM/4457/001.

 

My details: 

 

My representation is relevant to the following licensing objectives: prevention of crime and disorder, 
public safety, the prevention of public nuisance and the protection of children from harm. 

 

I object to the licence being granted at all and the grounds of my representation are based on the 
existing harmful effects of the heavy drinking culture in Headingley which results from the current 
proliferation of licensed premises in what is a suburban residential area, not a town or city centre. 
Wetherspoon�s own estimates of potential drinkers anticipate up to 1500 daily and 3000 on 
Saturdays.  In fact the addition of any extra drinkers to the current numbers, especially in the slightly 
quieter zone outside the centre of Headingley, would be a disaster for the local residents. 

 

There is already a high level of public nuisance: noise, intimidating and threatening behaviour, litter, 
vomiting and urination.  I am frequently disturbed by the noise of drunks during the day and awoken at 
night, although my house  from the Otley Road.  The yells, whoops and shouts, 
often from large groups of men, are intimidating to me.  Hopping over piles of vomit or disturbing 
furtive urinators at the  is a common phenomenon. 

 

More drunks on Headingley Lane pose an increased risk of public safety, to themselves and others.  I 
have often seen drunks dodging traffic or pedestrians forced off the pavement into the road by drinking 
parties, especially those on the Otley Run.

 

There are families with young children -not just students- in this residential area and 2 primary schools 
nearby.  The example of heavy drinking and the risks it poses have a negative effect on the protection of 
children from harm.

 



Crime and disorder already result from the existing drinking levels: drunks are regularly leaving litter, 
overturning bins, and damaging cars all along the length of the �Otley Run�. 

 

 

 

 







 

From:
Sent:Wed, 15 Jan 2020 23:57:32 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:PREM/04457/001 Former Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane LS6 1BX

I am writing to object to the above premises licence application for the J D Wetherspoons proposals for a 
mega pub at the former Elinor Lupton centre. I have tried to use the on-line form but have been 
unsuccessful.

I am concerned that the out of centre location on a heavily trafficked trunk roadin a residential area is 
unsuitable for a Wetherspoons public house which is more suited to a city centre environment. There can 
only be increased noise, traffic and potential anti-social behaviour. 

As a long term Headingley resident I feel that the so-called Otley run is a grotesque public nuisance and a 
danger to young drinkers and makes Headingley centre a toxic place particularly on weekends. To add a 
megapub to the Otley run between Headingley and Hyde Oark is highly likely to lead to an increase in 
alcohol-related antisocial behaviour, violence, broken glass, littering, and public urination - and a decrease 
in safety and liveability for local residents. There are now out of town coachparties discharging people for 
the Otley Run on Otley Road outside the Three Horseshoes at weekends.

The drinking and anti-social behaviour in Headingley and along Headingley Lane towards Hyde Park has 
become worse over the last 5 years, with groups of inebriated men and women shouting, being casually 
abusive to residents, includingurinating in front of them. Allowing a pub of such size in a residential area 
already blighted by heavy drinking and anti-social behaviour would not support and indeed would be 
counter to the four objectives of the Licensing Act:

• Prevention of crime and disorder 
• Prevention of public nuisance; 
• Public safety
• Protection of children from harm
For these reasons, I strongly object to the licence application. That the boundaries of the Cumulative 
Impact Assessment of 2018 were redrawn to exclude application site seems incredibly suspect to a layman 
in such matters.
Should however the committee be minded to grant the application I would suggest that:

there be meaningful determination of what constitutes fancy dress Otley Runners - which the applicants 
claim they will exclude - and identification of an effective means of enforcement, in the event ofbreaches.

No drinking /smoking at the front and front of house staff encouraged to direct taxis and licensed hire 
vehicles to “move on” and not pick up fares on Headingley Lane (I would suggest to the licensing sub 
committee that they might wish to witness the streetscene in the weekend late evenings outside the Hedley 
Verity Wetherspoons pub in the city centre.)



Closing at 11 at the weekends – (Wetherspoons claim that this will be a food-led pub, so obviously no need 
for late opening)

Yours sincerely



From:
Sent:Wed, 15 Jan 2020 22:44:42 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:wetherspoons objection 

Dear Entertainment Licensing,
 
Reference: PREM/04457/001
 
I am writing to you to object to Wetherspoons trying to get a licence to turn the Elinor 
Lupton Centre into a huge pub.
I have been living in Leeds for years and am extremely concerned about the negative 
impact this development will bring on the Headingley residents and the whole area.
If they get a licence, Wetherspoons’ own forecasts suggest that the pub will draw 
in 1,500 drinkers every day and 3,000 on Saturdays. These are huge numbers and it is 
almost inevitable that this will increase the problem of heavy drinking in Headingley 
and increase crime and disorder and public nuisance.
 
This would be completely unsuitable and unacceptable in a residential area located 
outside of a town or city centre. It would have awful consequences for the area and a very 
negative impact on nearby residents, and it would not support the 4 “licensing objectives” 
of the Licensing Act. These are:

 the prevention of crime and disorder – this includes damage to property, including 
bins and cars (very likely from drunks returning home through local streets), and 
there is plenty of evidence of this being caused by intoxicated drinkers

 public safety - yet more drunks on Headingley Lane and the side streets would be 
a real danger, both to themselves and others

 the prevention of public nuisance – 1,500 drinkers every day, and 3,000 at 
weekends, will be congregating at the pub, many in the forecourt and local streets. 
They are not going to return home quietly, and those that are doing the Otley Run 
are not going to arrive or leave quietly either. The Otley Run is a proven cause of 
public nuisance through noise, intimidating behaviour, broken glass and litter, and 
public vomiting and urination. There are plenty of drinkers doing the Otley Run 
who are not in huge groups or in fancy dress

 the protection of children from harm – there are new families with children who 
have moved into the area, and two primary schools close by. These will be 
affected by all the above.

 
To sum it up, allowing Wetherspoons to get a license in Headingley will increase in 
traffic and public nuisance in a residential area as the cheap drinking outlet will attract 
the Otley runner pub crawlers. There will be increase in noise and anti-social behaviour 
particularly at night but also during the day. School children will have to walk past rowdy 
drinkers on their way back from school. The chaos will be worse on match days when 
cars park all the way along the A660 past the Elinor Lupton towards Hyde Park with the 



huge increase in people who will visit the pub. Such an unecessary development will 
have significant impact on life and safety of people in the area.
 
I hope you take my objections into account when you are considering this application.
I look forward to hearing from you.



From
Sent:Wed, 15 Jan 2020 22:19:09 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:objection to licence application for Elinor Lupton PREM/04457/001

I would like to object to the application by wetherspoons to convert the Elinor Lupton 
Centre to a hotel/pub.

This area is already over subscibed with pubs and there is no need for another one. 
Whatever the application says this is an attempt to add another very large pub to the 
Otley Run. Adding another, especially in this location between headingley and hyde park 
will encourage even more people to come into an area which is already overtaken, at 
weekends in particular, by late night revellers engaged in binge drinking. This kind of 
development is in any case inappropriate for an area inhabitated primarily by families 
with children. It is they who will suffer through late night noise nuisance and drunken, 
anti social behaviour. It has long been the policy to limit and have no new wet driven 
binge drinking driven licensed premises and the application should be rejected.



From:
Sent:Wed, 15 Jan 2020 21:50:55 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:PREM/04457/001 Objection.

I am strongly against the licencing of a Wetherspoons along Otley Road 
(PREM/04457/001) . I believe that, due to the location of the property being in a 
residential area it would not support the 4 licensing objectives of the Licensing Act. I will 
explain my reasoning for each objective below:

Prevention of crime and disorder
As a long time headingley resident, I believe that the additional establishment will cause 
a great deal of disruption to the local area, especially on weekends (as is already present 
due to the Otley runners). Violence and public urination are rife every weekend and even 
on weeknights, this will only be made worse with the additional of a large pub selling 
cheap drinks and attracting crowds to a very residential area. 

Public safety
Violence and people running/stumbling into traffic is already a regular occurance and a 
huge issue all along the road and with the additional stop on the Otley run requiring 
participants to cross the busy road two extra times only compounding the issue. 

Prevention of public nuisance
Public nuisance and alcohol tend to go hand in hand. Especially in a quiet, residential 
area where people will linger at closing time. 

Protection of children from harm
There are two schools within the immediate area of the Elinor Lupton and almost 
everything else is residential, with lots of young families. The impact a large, cheap pub 
will have on the local area will be atrocious. There is already an issue with vomit, broken 
glass and public urination in headingley and Hyde Park and this would make things much 
worse.

As above, I believe the idea opening of a large pub along Otley Road is appalling. It will 
have a major impact on the local area and would cause noise, violence, vandalism and 
traffic problems in this residential area, which are already an issue in nearby Headingley.

Kind regards,



Sent:Wed, 15 Jan 2020 21:14:57 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:FW: objection to planning application PREM/04457/001

 

 

 

From:  
Sent: 15 January 2020 21:13
To: 'entertainment.licencing@leeds.gov.uk' <entertainment.licencing@leeds.gov.uk>
Subject: objection to planning application PREM/04457/001

 

I would like to object to the latest planning application by wetherspoons to convert the Elinor 
Lupton Centre to a pub.I live in Leeds 6 so this proposal affects me directly

This is essentially the same application which has been rejected in the past, twice. They have 
offered no new arguments as to why the response should be different now

First this application is for first and foremost a pub and should be considered as such in terms of 
its negative impact. Having some letting rooms does not diminish its impact as a vertical 
drinking mega pub, similar to other venues they operate. The one on Park Row springs to mind. 
Whilst that might be appropriate for a town centre location, this proposal is in the middle of a 
residential area where n increasing number of families reside. Late night noise will disturb their 
sleep and those of their children and make the area in effect uninhabitable. We would see a 
return to the type of drunken anti social and criminal behaviour which once blighted our 
community and still does at times and which placing a limit on this type of licenced premises has 
done much to address. This includes criminal damage, urinating in the street, late night noise, 
littering, the list goes on. There are already more than enough licenced premises in Headingley 



and we have seen recent addition such as the conversion to a pub by the Head of Steam. We 
do not need any more, especially by wetherspoons which trades off its reputation for all hours 
opening with cheap alcohol, encouraging problem drinkers and the anti social and criminal 
behaviour I have noted above.

thanks 

 

WF1 

 

 



 

Sent:Wed, 15 Jan 2020 20:06:18 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:objection to planning application for Elinor Lupton Centre PREM/04457/001

Dear Sirs

I wish to register my objection to the application for a Wetherspoons pub at the former 
Elinor Lupton centre on Headingley Lane.

This application is for a site in a residential area, and as someone who was driven to 
move away from Headingley by the increase in drunken and boorish behaviour, I support 
local residents who have voiced objections.  I still visit Headingley frequently, and 
experience first hand the anti social behaviour that results from the crowds that visit the 
many pubs and bars.  The litter, broken glass and vomit on the pavements is unacceptable 
at the moment; adding another large drinking establishment can only make things 
worse.  

The Otley Run attracts groups whose behaviour  I have found intimidating, not just on the 
street, where they block pavements and spill onto the roads, but on the buses, for those 
who are just passing through. Please don't add another venue, but bear in mind that 
Headingley is still a residential area, and needs to supported as such, not allowed to 
become even more of a party ghetto.

Yours faithfully



C+L( o0L e

lnterested Party Representation

(Form lPRl)
Leeds
CITY CCIUNCIL

l
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t 5 J¡\N å'l¡
Please indicate as appropriate :

X lwish to object to the following application: PREM/04457 /001

I wish to support the following application:

Applicant name (if known): Wetherspoons, Wetherspoon House, Central pak;*eetvWVätf0'rd \lVD24 4QL

Applicant premises name and address: Elinor Lupton Centre Headingley Lane Leeds LS6

NB : lf you are acting as a representative, please go to Section 3

Title

 

  

Please note that a full copy of your representation (including your name and address) will be sent to the
applicant and will be a public document at any hearing of this matter.
Please refer to our Guidance Note - GN-M Guidance on making representations for further information and

alternative options.

Section 3 - Representative details

lf you are representing someone else please completê details below

Name of Representative/
Organísation

Full postal address
(incl postcode)

Please indicate capacity
Representative of Residents Association
MP

Ward Councillor
Trade Association

Parish Council

Other (please

specify)

Form lPRl Making a representation.doc Revised November 20'16



Section 4 - Representation grounds

The representation is relevant to one or more of the
following licensing objectives:

Please tick relevant box(es)

Prevention of crime and disorder
Prevention of public nuisance
Protection of children from harm
Public safety

T
X
T
X

Please select :

f t ob¡ect to the application being granted at all

f t ob¡ect to the application being granted in its current form*

*lf you choose this option remember to tell us in the next section what changes you would prefer to see

The grounds of the representation is based on the following

This road is already part of the Otley run and other pub crawls, which encourage large groups of people to follow a

route through Headingley drinking heavily as they go. There are already plenty of venues in this area selling

alcohol and I do not feel there is any need for more. I do visit Wetherspoon's pubs, but those that are food led.

Wetherspoons also specialise in cheap alcohol and their pubs differ depending on the area in which they are

located This is likely to be alcohol led as Headingley is already noted for heavy drinking and that is where the
profit lies for a huge pub selling cheap alcohol.

My concern that this is another location on this drínking route and will increase the public nuisance of inebriated
people creating hazards on the street.This already occurs, I have personally had to ¡ntervene when drunk and

disorderly young men have careered into the road in the path of oncoming cars and putting themselves and

people trying to help them at risk. Local house entrances and garden walls have also been used as urinals. Such a

development would increase the risk of this happening more

As a woman who uses this road sometimes on my own, I feel this will make the area unsafe particularly given the
potential size of the development and numbers of potential customers, up to 3000 on Saturdays.

This application has already been denied twice so I cannot understand why it is been considered again, particularly

as District judge rejected one appeal on the grounds that a pub of this size in this location would help prevent

crime and disorder and public nuisance.

You need to complete this box as fully as possible. lf you do not the Licensing Authority may not be able to assess

the relevance of your representation.

Please attach supporting documents/further pages as necessary - please number all additional pages.

Try to be as specific as possible and give examples, e.g. on L February I could hear loud music from the premises

betweenlOpmandl-am. lamconcernedthatifthepremisesopenuntil2amthiswillcauseanuisancetomeand
other residents of the street.

Sígned:  Date:15.1.20

Form IPR'1 Making a representation.doc Revised November 2016





















































































































































 

From:
Sent:Wed, 15 Jan 2020 21:45:45 +0000
To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:PREM/04457/001 Objection

I wish to object to the application PREM/04457/001.

I am a resident of Headingley and have lived here for most of my life. I know the Elinor 
Lupton Centre very well and having been a student when it was previously part of my 
high school, I'm aware how large the building is and it's capacity inside. 

I am familiar with the effects of the Otley Run and Headingley has gained a reputation 
for heavy drinking. The streets become littered with broken glass, vomit and takeaway 
cartons whilst urinating in the street and other anti social behaviour have become the 
norm. There is already a variety of pubs/bars to enjoy, and adding another pub to this pub 
crawl route will only attract more drinkers and heighten these issues in the residential 
area around the ELC. Taxis will no doubt queue-up and idle outside forming an unofficial 
taxi rank, as they currently do outside the Box, causing more disruption, congestion and 
pollution to the area. Wetherspoon's own forecasts have predicted 1,500 drinkers daily, 
with 3,000 on a Saturday - this large volume of drinkers in this residential area is a 
shocking increase on the current level foot traffic in this part of Headingley, which 
already presents issues like intimidating, inappropriate and loud behaviour as well as 
previously mentioned problems like broken glass all over the pavements, public vomiting 
and urination. This large volume of drinkers attracted to the area will inevitably increase 
the level of crime and damage to nearby property, with noise nuisance also a concern for 
local residents. 

Safety is also a serious cause for worry. Drinkers already put themselves at risk in central 
Headingley by mis-judging gaps in traffic, falling into the street or jumping out in front 
of traffic to cause chaos - I have seen this many times. Large groups of people when 
walking between bars spill over from the pavements and into the cycle lane/road. With 
the addition of a pub at the location of the ELC, this will invite more drinkers to walk up 
Headingley Lane from the other pubs, having to cross the road at a section where traffic 
moves much faster than in the centre. It's also worth noting that there is already an issue 
on match days when Headingley Lane becomes filled either side with parked cars - 
visibility for both pedestrians and drivers is terrible and the addition of larger volumes of 
people (up to 3,000 drinkers on a Saturday) will make this area less safe. 

My final cause for concern is that there are many families with young children who 
attend the primary schools that are in close vicinity to the Elinor Lupton Centre. I know 
families who live in Headingley who's children are already subjected to dodging the 
affect-effects of the previous night on the pavement (vomit/glass etc) on their way to 
school, and then have to encounter drinkers on their walk home from school later in the 



day. It's a serious worry that a pub of this size will be in such close proximity to these 
schools, forcing children and families to endure an increased volume of drinkers that will 
be travelling to/from the proposed Wetherspoons. They will be affected by all the above 
issues and it is not in their interest for children to walk to/from school in this 
environment. 

It's worth noting that Wetherspoons are well-known for their low prices, and it is often a 
chosen establishment for cheap drinking. With the drinking culture already present in 
Headingley, this pub is poised to profit off the sales of cheap alcohol, drawing drinkers 
out of central Headingley and along the main road. Given the anti-social behaviour 
already seen in Headingley, it's safe to assume that this will become a worsening problem 
in the surrounding residential areas - allowing this license to be granted poses a huge 
threat to the community to have this volume of drinkers introduced to the area, as 
outlined in my points above. 

There is a wonderful community of families, young professionals, retired residents and 
students in Headingley. We already have a great offering in terms of bars/pubs in the area 
and so introducing another drinking establishment of this nature is both not needed and 
inappropriate - I object to application PREM/04457/001 as it raises concerns of safety, 
anti-social behaviour, environmental impact and the negative effects of drinking culture 
in addition to current issues that we face as a largely residential community.

Many thanks,
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